
The competitive edge in winning him / her over! 
 

“Hilly, what makes an attractive partner for German girls” Ed 

 

Hi Ed, and to everyone else who is interested in this age old topic!! 

 

Could not help but chuckle.. and took this up as an opportunity to find out more…  

pre empting the question on the gender reverse I included the female perspective as well. 

However I did not just look to the plus side I also asked for the knock out criteria..  

So happy hunting using this knowledge…and do not take it to seriously! 

 

Women value timeliness and reliability;  

so get a watch! And do call her when you promised. 

 

Men voted for holding and the total of the remote control;  

turn off the Tele and let romance rule! 

 

Women complained about the other “not listening”, so tired of listening;  

why not practise talking yourself! Then she will have to do the listening! 

 

Men feared the mood swings with the accompanying nagging; 

have a cup of tea ready, sit her down and give her a backrub! 

 

Men do not mind a mother-in-law that certainly knows how to cook; 

neither would I! 

 

Women highly appreciate it when he does the dishes without having to be reminded; 

get a dishwasher! 

 

Women love it when he cooks; 

Go visit your mother-in-law for instructions!!! 

  

Men rely and believe in the strength of red roses and champagne; 

A little boring, but we get the message, don’t we girls? 

 

Warn signals to be aware of: 

Female felt concerned by lacklustre conversations, no longer interested to talk. 

oops our relationship must be taking a dive?! 

However the males see flashing lights go on when their partner’s  

interest in sex is dwindling.  

 

Just one interesting stat where both the male and female respondent scored identical:  

30 % believe that a “one true all consuming encompassing love” happens  

but once in a lifetime 

So get it right and thank Ed for asking this important question. 

 

source: Gewis-Instituts (Hamburg) für die Zeitschrift «Freundin».  

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 


